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Abstract

none solves all of them. CFS (the Cooperative File System) is a
new design that meets all of these challenges.
A CFS file system exists as a set of blocks distributed over the
available CFS servers. CFS client software interprets the stored
blocks as file system data and meta-data and presents an ordinary
read-only file-system interface to applications. The core of the CFS
software consists of two layers, DHash and Chord. The DHash
(distributed hash) layer performs block fetches for the client, distributes the blocks among the servers, and maintains cached and
replicated copies. DHash uses the Chord [31] distributed lookup
system to locate the servers responsible for a block. This table
summarizes the CFS software layering:

The Cooperative File System (CFS) is a new peer-to-peer readonly storage system that provides provable guarantees for the efficiency, robustness, and load-balance of file storage and retrieval.
CFS does this with a completely decentralized architecture that can
scale to large systems. CFS servers provide a distributed hash table
(DHash) for block storage. CFS clients interpret DHash blocks as
a file system. DHash distributes and caches blocks at a fine granulaxity to achieve load balance, uses replication for robustness, and
decreases latency with server selection. DHash finds blocks using
the Chord location protocol, which operates in time logarithmic in
the number of servers.
CFS is implemented using the SFS file system toolkit and runs
on Linux, OpenBSD, and FreeBSD. Experience on a globally deployed prototype shows that CFS delivers data to clients as fast
as FTP. Controlled tests show that CFS is scalable: with 4,096
servers, looking up a block of data involves contacting only seven
servers. The tests also demonstrate nearly perfect robustness and
unimpaired performance even when as many as half the servers
fail.

1.

Layer

Responsibility

FS

Interprets blocks as files; presents a file system interface to applications.
Stores unstructureddata blocks reliably.
Maintainsrouting tables used to find blocks.

DHash
Chord

Chord implements a hash-like operation that maps from block
identifiers to servers. Chord assigns each server an identifier drawn
from the same 160-bit identifier space as block identifiers. These
identifiers can be thought of as points on a circle. The mapping
that Chord implements takes a block's ID and yields the block's
s u c c e s s o r , the server whose ID most closely follows the block's ID
on the identifier circle. To implement this mapping, Chord maintains at each server a table with information about O(log N) other
servers, where N is the total number of servers. A Chord lookup
sends messages to O(log N) servers to consult their tables. Thus
CFS can find data efficiently even with a large number of servers,
and servers can join and leave the system with few table updates.
DHash layers block management on top of Chord. DHash provides load balance for popular large files by arranging to spread the
blocks of each file over many servers. To balance the load imposed
by popular small files, DHash caches each block at servers likely to
be consulted by future Chord lookups for that block. DHash supports pre-fetching to decrease download latency. DHash replicates
each block at a small number of servers, to provide fault tolerance.
DHash enforces weak quotas on the amount of data each server can
inject, to deter abuse. Finally, DHash allows control over the number of virtual s e r v e r s per server, to provide control over how much
data a server must store on behalf of others.
CFS has been implemented using the SFS toolkit [16]. This
paper reports experimental results from a small international deployment of CFS servers and from a large-scale controlled test-bed.
These results confirm the contributions of the CFS design:

Introduction

Existing peer-to-peer systems (such as Napster [20], Gnutella [11], and Freenet [6]) demonstrate the benefits of cooperative
storage and serving: fault tolerance, load balance, and the ability to
harness idle storage and network resources. Accompanying these
benefits arc a number of design challenges. A peer-to-peer architecture should be symmetric and decentralized, and should operate
well with unmanaged volunteer participants. Finding desired data
in a large system must be fast; servers must be able to join and leave
the system frequently without affecting its robustness or efficiency;
and load must be balanced across the available servers. While the
peer-to-peer systems in common use solve some of these problems,
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• an aggressive approach to load balance by spreading file
blocks randomly over servers;
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Mojo Nation [19] is a broadcast query peer-to-peer storage system which divides files into blocks and uses a secret sharing algorithm to distribute the blocks to a number of hosts. CFS also divides
files into blocks but does not use secret sharing.

• download performance on an Internet-wide prototype deployment as fast as standard FTP;
• provable efficiency and provably fast recovery times after
failure;

2.3
• simple algorithms to achieve the above results.
CFS is not yet in operational use, and such use will likely prompt
refinements to its design. One potential area for improvement is
the ability of the Chord lookup algorithm to tolerate malicious
participants, by verifying the routing information received from
other servers. Another area that CFS does not currently address
is anonymity; it is expected that anonymity, if needed, would be
layered on top of the basic CFS system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 outlines the design and design
goals of CFS. Section 4 describes the Chord location protocol. Section 5 presents the detailed design of CFS. Section 6 describes implementation details, and Section 7 presents experimental results.
Section 8 discusses open issues and future work. Finally, Section 9
summarizes our findings and concludes the paper.

2.

Related Work

CFS was inspired by Napster [20], Gnutella [11], and particularly Freenet [6]. CFS uses peer-to-peer distributed hashing similar
in spirit to a number of ongoing research projects [26, 29, 35]. In
comparison to existing peer-to-peer file sharing systems, CFS offers simplicity of implementation and high performance without
compromising correctness. CFS balances server load, finds data
quickly for clients, and guarantees data availability in the face of
server failures with very high probability. CFS, as a complete system, has individual aspects in common with many existing systems.
The major relationships are summarized below.

2.1

Naming and Authentication

CFS authenticates data by naming it with public keys or contenthashes, as do many other distributed storage systems [9, 6, 7, 13,
29, 34]. The use of content-hashes to securely link together different pieces of data is due to Merkle [18]; the use of public keys to
authentically name data is due to the SFS system [17].
CFS adopts naming, authentication, and file system structure
ideas from SFSRO [9], which implements a secure distributed readonly file system--that is, a file system in which files can be modified only by their owner, and only through complete replacement of
the file. However, SFSRO and CFS have significant differences at
the architectural and mechanism levels. SFSRO defines protocols
and authentication mechanisms which a client can use to retrieve
data from a given server. CFS adds the ability to dynamically find
the server currently holding the desired data, via the Chord location
service. This increases the robustness and the availability of CFS,
since changes in the set of servers are transparent to clients.

2.2

Anonymous Storage

Freenet [5] uses probabilistic routing to preserve the anonymity of clients, publishers, and servers. The anonymity requirement
limits Freenet's reliability and performance. Freenet avoids associating a document with any predictable server, and avoids forming
any globally coherent topology among servers. The former means
that unpopular documents may simply disappear from the system,
since no server has the responsibility for maintaining replicas. The
latter means that a search may need to visit a large fraction of the
Freenet network. As an example, Hong shows in his Figure 14-12
that in a network with 1,000 servers, the lookup path length can
exceed 90 hops [23]. This means that if the hop count is limited
to 90, a lookup may fail even though the document is available.
Because CFS does not try to provide anonymity, it can guarantee
much tighter bounds on lookup cost; for example, in a 4,096-node
system, lookups essentially never exceed 10 hops.
CFS's caching scheme is similar to Freenet's in the sense that
both leave cached copies of data along the query path from client
to where the data was found. Because CFS finds data in significantly fewer hops than Freenet, and CFS' structured lookup paths
are more likely to overlap than Freenet's, CFS can make better use
of a given quantity of cache space.
Like Freenet, Publius [34] focuses on anonymity, but achieves
it with encryption and secret sharing rather than routing. Publius requires a static, globally-known list of servers; it stores each
share at a fixed location that is predictable from the file name. Free
Haven [7] uses both cryptography and routing (using re-mailers [4])
to provide anonymity; like Gnutella, Free Haven finds data with a
global search.
CFS does not attempt to provide anonymity, focusing instead on
efficiency and robustness. We believe that intertwining anonymity
with the basic data lookup mechanism interferes with correctness
and performance. On the other hand, given a robust location and
storage layer, anonymous client access to CFS could be provided
by separate anonymizing proxies, using techniques similar to those
proposed by Chaum [4] or Reiter and Rubin [27].

2.4

Peer-to-Peer Hash Based Systems

CFS layers storage on top of an effÉcient distributed hash lookup
algorithm. A number of recent peer-to-peer systems use similar approaches with similar scalability and performance, including
CAN [26], PAST [28, 29], OceanStore [13, 35], and Ohaha [22]. A
detailed comparison of these algorithms can be found in [31].
The PAST [29] storage system differs from CFS in its approach
to load balance. Because a PAST server stores whole files, a server
might not have enough disk space to store a large file even though
the system as a whole has sufficient free space. A PAST server
solves this by offloading files it is responsible for to servers that do
have spare disk space. PAST handles the load of serving popular
files by caching them along the lookup path.
CFS stores blocks, rather than whole files, and spreads blocks
evenly over the available servers; this prevents large files from
causing unbalanced use of storage. CFS solves the related problem
of different servers having different amounts of storage space with
a mechanism called virtual servers, which gives server managers
control over disk space consumption. CFS' block storage granulaxity helps it handle the load of serving popular large files, since
the serving load is spread over many servers along with the blocks.

Peer-to-Peer Search

Napster [20] and Gnutella [11] are arguably the most widely used
peer-to-peer file systems today. They present a keyword search interface to clients, rather than retrieving uniquely identified data. As
a result they are more like search engines than distributed hash tables, and they trade scalability for this power: Gnutella broadcasts
search queries to many machines, and Napster performs searches
at a central facility. CFS as described in this paper doesn't provide
search, but we are developing a scalable distributed search engine
for CFS.
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Figure 2: A simple CFS file system structure example. The
root-block is identified by a public key and signed by the corresponding private key. The other blocks are identified by cryptographic hashes of their contents.

CFS Server

Figure 1: CFS software structure. Vertical links are local APIs;
horizontal links are RPC APIs.

CFS provides distributed read-only file storage. It is structured as
a collection of servers that provide block-level storage. Publishers
(producers of data) and clients (consumers of data) layer file system
semantics on top of this block store much as an ordinary file system
is layered on top of a disk. Many unrelated publishers may store
separate file systems on a single CFS system; the CFS design is
intended to support the possibility of a single world-wide system
consisting of millions of servers.

storage layer, and a Chord lookup layer. The client file system uses
the DHash layer to retrieve blocks. The client DHash layer uses the
client Chord layer to locate the servers that hold desired blocks.
Each CFS server has two software layers: a DHash storage layer
and a Chord layer. The server DHash layer is responsible for storing keyed blocks, maintaining proper levels of replication as servers
come and go, and caching popular blocks. The server DHash and
Chord layers interact in order to integrate looking up a block identifier with checking for cached copies of the block. CFS servers
are oblivious to file system semantics: they simply provide a distributed block store.
CFS clients interpret DHash blocks in a file system format
adopted from SFSRO [9]; the format is similar to that of the UNIX
V7 file system, but uses DHash blocks and block identifiers in place
of disk blocks and disk addresses. As shown in Figure 2, each block
is either a piece of a file or a piece of file system meta-data, such as
a directory. The maximum size of any block is on the order of tens
of kilobytes. A parent block contains the identifiers of its children.
The publisher inserts the file system's blocks into the CFS system, using a hash of each block's content (a content-hash) as its
identifier. Then the publisher signs the root block with his or her
private key, and inserts the root block into CFS using the corresponding public key as the root block's identifier. Clients name a
file system using the public key; they can check the integrity of
the root block using that key, and the integrity of blocks lower in
the tree with the content-hash identifiers that refer to those blocks.
This approach guarantees that clients see an authentic and internally consistent view of each file system, though under some circumstances a client may see an old version of a recently updated
file system.
A CFS file system is read-only as far as clients are concerned.
However, a file system may be updated by its publisher. This involves updating the file system's root block in place, to make it
point to the new data. CFS authenticates updates to root blocks by
checking that the new block is signed by the same key as the old
block. A timestamp prevents replays of old updates. CFS allows
file systems to be updated without changing the root block's identifier so that external references to data need not be changed when
the data is updated.
CFS stores data for an agreed-upon finite interval. Publishers
that want indefinite storage periods can periodically ask CFS for an
extension; otherwise, a CFS server may discard data whose guaranteed period has expired. CFS has no explicit delete operation:
instead, a publisher can simply stop asking for extensions. In this
area, as in its replication and caching policies, CFS relies on the
assumption that large amounts of spare disk space are available.

3.1

3.2

This is more space-efficient, for large files, than whole-file caching.
CFS relies on caching only for files small enough that distributing
blocks is not effective. Evaluating the performance impact of block
storage granularity is one of the purposes of this paper.
OceanStore [13] aims to build a global persistent storage utility. It provides data privacy, allows client updates, and guarantees
durable storage. However, these features come at a price: complexity. For example, OceanStore uses a Byzantine agreement protocol for conflict resolution, and a complex protocol based on Plaxton trees [24] to implement the location service [35]. OceanStore
assumes that the core system will be maintained by commercial
providers.
Ohaha [22] uses consistent hashing to map files and keyword
queries to servers, and a Freenet-like routing algorithm to locate
files. As a result, it shares some of the same weaknesses as Freenet.

2.5

Web Caches

Content distribution networks (CDNs), such as Akamal [I],
handle high demand for data by distributing replicas on multiple
servers. CDNs are typically managed by a central entity, while CFS
is built from resources shared and owned by a cooperative group of
users.
There are several proposed scalable cooperative Web caches [3,
8, 10, 15]. To locate data, these systems either multicast queries or
require that some or all servers know about all other servers. As
a result, none of the proposed methods is both highly scalable and
robust. In addition, load balance is hard to achieve as the content
of each cache depends heavily on the query pattern.
Cache Resolver [30], like CFS, uses consistent hashing to evenly
map stored data among the servers [12, 14]. However, Cache Resolver assumes that clients know the entire set of servers; maintaining an up-to-date server list is likely to be difficult in a large
peer-to-peer system where servers join and depart at unpredictable
times.

3.

Design Overview

System Structure

Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the CFS software. Each CFS
client contains three software layers: a file system client, a DHash

CFS Properties

CFS provides consistency and integrity of file systems by adopting the SFSRO file system format. CFS extends SFSRO by provid-
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ing the following desirable desirable properties:

Consistent hashing is straightforward to implement, with
constant-time lookups, if all nodes have an up-to-date list of all
other nodes. However, such a system does not scale; Chord provides a scalable, distributed version of consistent hashing.

Decentralized control. CFS servers need not share any administrative relationship with publishers. CFS servers could
be ordinary Internet hosts whose owners volunteer spare storage and network resources.

4.2

Scalability. CFS lookup operations use space and messages
at most logarithmic in the number of servers.
Availability. A client can always retrieve data as long as
it is not trapped in a small partition of the underlying network, and as long as one of the data's replicas is reachable
using the underlying network. This is true even if servers are
constantly joining and leaving the CFS system. CFS places
replicas on servers likely to be at unrelated network locations
to ensure independent failure.

Load balance. CFS ensures that the burden of storing and
serving data is divided among the servers in rough proportion
to their capacity. It maintains load balance even if some data
are far more popular than others, through a combination of
caching and spreading each file's data over many servers.

Persistence. Once CFS commits to storing data, it keeps it
available for at least an agreed-on interval.
Quotas. CFS limits the amount of data that any particular IP
address can insert into the system. This provides a degree of
protection against malicious attempts to exhaust the system's
storage.

Efficiency. Clients can fetch CFS data with delay comparable to that of FTE due to CFS' use of efficient lookup algorithms, caching, pre-fetching, and server selection.
The next two sections present Chord and DHash, which together
provide these properties.

4.

Chord Layer

CFS uses the Chord protocol to locate blocks [31]. Chord supports just one operation: given a key, it will determine the node responsible for that key. Chord does not itself store keys and values,
but provides primitives that allow higher-layer software to build a
wide variety of storage systems; CFS is one such use of the Chord
primitive. The rest of this section summarizes Chord and describes
new algorithms for robustness and server selection to support applications such as CFS.

4.1

The Chord Lookup Algorithm

A Chord node uses two data structures to perform lookups: a
successor list and a finger table. Only the successor list is required
for correctness, so Chord is careful to maintain its accuracy. The
finger table accelerates lookups, but does not need to be accurate,
so Chord is less aggressive about maintaining it. The following
discussion first describes how to perform correct (but slow) 1ookups
with the successor list, and then describes how to accelerate them
up with the finger table. This discussion assumes that there are no
malicious participants in the Chord protocol; while we believe that
it should be possible for nodes to verify the routing information that
other Chord participants send them, the algorithms to do so are left
for future work.
Every Chord node maintains a list of the identities and IP addresses of its r immediate successors on the Chord ring. The fact
that every node knows its own successor means that a node can always process a lookup correctly: if the desired key is between the
node and its successor, the latter node is the key's successor; otherwise the lookup can be forwarded to the successor, which moves
the lookup strictly closer to its destination.
A new node n learns of its successors when it first joins the
Chord ring, by asking an existing node to perform a lookup for
n's successor; n then asks that successor for its successor list. The
r entries in the list provide fault tolerance: if a node's immediate successor does not respond, the node can substitute the second
entry in its successor list. All r successors would have to simultaneously fail in order to disrupt the Chord ring, an event that can be
made very improbable with modest values of r. An implementation should use a fixed r, chosen to be 2 log 2 N for the foreseeable
maximum number of nodes N.
The main complexity involved with successor lists is in notifying an existing node when a new node should be its successor. The
stabilization procedure described in [31] does this in a way that
guarantees to preserve the connectivity of the Chord ring's successor pointers.
Lookups performed only with successor lists would require an
average of N / 2 message exchanges, where N is the number of
servers. To reduce the number of messages required to O(log N ) ,
each node maintains a finger table table with m entries. The i th
entry in the table at node n contains the identity of the first node
that succeeds n by at least 2 i-1 on the ID circle. Thus every node
knows the identities of nodes at power-of-two intervals on the ID
circle from its own position. A new node initializes its finger table
by querying an existing node. Existing nodes whose finger table or
successor list entries should refer to the new node find out about it
by periodic lookups.
Figure 3 shows pseudo-code to look up the successor of identifier id. The main loop is in find_predecessor, which sends
preceding_node_list RPCs to a succession of other nodes; each
RPC searches the tables of the other node for nodes yet closer
to id. Because finger table entries point to nodes at power-oftwo intervals around the ID ring, each iteration will set n' to a
node halfway on the ID ring between the current n' and id. Since
preceding_node_list never returns an ID greater than id, this process
will never overshoot the correct successor. It may under-shoot, especially if a new node has recently joined with an ID just before
id; in that case the check for id ~ (n', n'.successor] ensures that

Consistent Hashing

Each Chord node has a unique m-bit node identifier (ID), obtained by hashing the node's IP address and a virtual node index.
Chord views the IDs as occupying a circular identifier space. Keys
are also mapped into this ID space, by hashing them to m-bit key
IDs. Chord defines the node responsible for a key to be the successor of that key's ID. The successor of an ID j is the node with the
smallest ID that is greater than or equal to j (with wrap-around),
much as in consistent hashing [12].
Consistent hashing lets nodes enter and leave the network with
minimal movement of keys. To maintain correct successor mappings when a node n joins the network, certain keys previously assigned to n's successor become assigned to n. When node n leaves
the network, all o f n ' s assigned keys are reassigned to its successor.
No other changes in the assignment of keys to nodes need occur.
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//Ask node n to find id's successor;first
//finds id's predecessor, then asks that
/~predecessor for its own successor.
n.flnd_successor( id)
n I :find..predecessor(id);
return n ~.successor();

At each step in find..predecessor(id) (Figure 3), the node doing
the lookup (n) can choose the next hop from a set of nodes. Initially this set is the contents of n ' s own routing tables; subsequently
the set is the list of nodes returned by the preceding_node_list RPC
to the previous hop (m). Node m tells n the measured latency to
each node in the set; m collected these latencies when it acquired
its finger table entries. Different choices of next-hop node will take
the query different distances around the ID ring, but impose different RPC latencies; the following calculation seeks to pick the best
combination.
Chord estimates the total cost C ( n i ) of using each node in the
set of potential next hops:

//Ask node n tofind id's predecessor.
n.flnd_predecessor(id)
7"~t :

7"1,;

while (id ~ (n', n'.successorO] )

l = nt.preceding_node_list(id);
n t = m a x n " E Is.t. n " isalive

return n';
//Ask node n for a list of nodes in its finger table or
//successor list that precede id.
n . p r e c e d i n g _ n o d e _ l i s t ( id)

return {n' E {fingers LI successors}
s.t. n' E (mid]}

=

di + d × H ( n , )

=

ones((n~-id) >> (160- logN))

H ( n i ) is an estimate of the number of Chord hops that would remain after contacting ni. N is node n ' s estimate of the total number
of Chord nodes in the system, based on the density of nodes nearby
on the ID ring. log N is an estimate of the number of significant
high bits in an ID; id and its successor are likely to agree in these
bits, but not in less significant bits. (ni - id) > > (160 - log N )
yields just the significant bits in the ID-space distance between ni
and the target key id, and the ones function counts how many bits
are set in that difference; this is approximately the number of Chord
hops between ni and id. Multiplying by d, the average latency of
all the RPCs that node n has ever issued, estimates the time it would
take to send RPCs for those hops. Adding di, the latency to node ni
as reported by node m, produces a complete cost estimate. Chord
uses the node with minimum C ( n i ) as the next hop.
One benefit of this server selection method is that no extra measurements are necessary to decide which node is closest; the decisions are made based on latencies observed while building finger tables. However, nodes rely on latency measurements taken by
other nodes. This works well when low latencies from nodes a to b,
and b to c, mean that latency is also low from a to c. Measurements
of our Internet test-bed suggest that this is often true [33].

Figure 3: The pseudo-code to find the successor node of an
identifier id. Remote procedure calls are preceded by the remote node.
find.predecessor persists until it finds a pair of nodes that straddle
id.
Two aspects of the lookup algorithm make it robust. First, an
RPC to preceding_node_list on node rt returns a list of nodes that n
believes are between it and the desired id. Any one of them can be
used to make progress towards the successor ofid; they must all be
unresponsive for a lookup to fall. Second, the while loop ensures
that find_predecessor will keep trying as long as it can find any next
node closer to id. As long as nodes are careful to maintain correct
successor pointers, find_predecessor will eventually succeed.
In the usual case in which most nodes have correct finger table
information, each iteration of the while loop eliminates half the
remaining distance to the target. This means that the hops early in
a lookup travel long distances in the ID space, and later hops travel
small distances. The efficacy of the caching mechanism described
in Section 5.2 depends on this observation.
The following two theorems, proved in an accompanying technical report [32], show that neither the success nor the performance
of Chord lookups is likely to be affected even by massive simultaneous failures. Both theorems assume that the successor list has
length r = O(log N). A Chord ring is stable if every node's successor list is correct.

4.4

Node ID Authentication

If Chord nodes could use arbitrary IDs, an attacker could destroy
chosen data by choosing a node ID just after the dam's ID. With
control of the successor, the attacker's node could effectively delete
the block by denying that the block existed.
To limit the opportunity for this attack, a Chord node ID must
be of the form h(x), where h is the SHA-1 hash function and x is
the node's IP address concatenated with a virtual node index. The
virtual node index must fall between 0 and some small maximum.
As a result, a node cannot easily control the choice of its own Chord
ID.
When a new node n joins the system, some existing nodes may
decide to add n to their finger tables. As part of this process, each
such existing node sends a message to n ' s claimed IP address containing a nonce. If the node at that IP address admits to having n ' s
ID, and the claimed IP address and virtual node index hash to the
ID, then the existing node accepts n.
With this defense in place, an attacker would have to control
roughly as many IP addresses as there are total other nodes in the
Chord system in order to have a good chance of targeting arbitrary
blocks. However, owners of large blocks of IP address space tend
to be more easily identifiable (and less likely to be malicious) than
individuals.

THEOREM 1. In a network that is initially stable, if every
node then fails with probability 1/2, then with high probability
find_successor returns the closest living successor to the query key.
THEOREM 2. In a network that is initially stable, if every node
then fails with probability 1/2, then the expected time to execute
find_successor is O(log N).
The evaluation in Section 7 validates these theorems experimentally.

4.3

C(ni)
H(ni)

Server Selection

Chord reduces lookup latency by preferentially contacting nodes
likely to be nearby in the underlying network. This server selection
was added to Chord as part of work on CFS, and was not part of
Chord as originally published.
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5. DHash Layer
The CFS DHash layer stores and retrieves uniquely identified
blocks, and handles distribution, replication, and caching of those
blocks. DHash uses Chord to help it locate blocks.
DHash reflects a key CFS design decision: to split each file system (and file) into blocks and distribute those blocks over many
servers. This arrangement balances the load of serving popular
files over many servers. It also increases the number of messages
required to fetch a whole file, since a client must look up each
block separately. However, the network bandwidth consumed by
a lookup is small compared to the bandwidth required to deliver
the block. In addition, CFS hides the block lookup latency by prefetching blocks.
Systems such as Freenet [6] and PAST [29] store whole files.
This results in lower lookup costs than CFS, one lookup per file
rather than per block, but requires more work to achieve load balance. Servers unlucky enough to be responsible for storing very
large files may run out disk space even though the system as a
whole has sufficient free space. Balancing the load of serving
whole files typically involves adaptive caching. Again, this may
be awkward for large files; a popular file must be stored in its entirety at each caching server. DHash also uses caching, but only
depends on it for small files.
DHash's block granularity is particularly well suited to serving
large, popular files, such as software distributions. For example, in
a 1,000-server system, a file as small as 8 megabytes will produce
a reasonably balanced serving load with 8 KByte blocks. A system that balances load by caching whole files would require, in this
case, about 1,000 times as much total storage to achieve the same
load balance. On the other hand, DHash is not as efficient as a
whole-file scheme for large but unpopular files, though the experiments in Section 7.1 show that it can provide competitive download
speeds. DHash's block granularity is not likely to affect (for better or worse) performance or load balance for small files. For such
files, DHash depends on caching and on server selection among
block replicas (described in Section 5.1).
Table 1 shows the API that the DHash layer exposes. The CFS
file system client layer uses g e e to implement application requests
to open files, read files, navigate directories, etc. Publishers of data
use a special application that inserts or updates a CFS file system
using the put-h and put_s calls.

5.1

Figure 4: The placement of an example block's replicas and
cached copies around the Chord identifier ring. The block's ID
is shown with a tick mark. The block is stored at the successor of its ID, the server denoted with the square. The block is
replicated at the successor's immediate successors (the circles).
The hops of a typical lookup path for the block are shown with
arrows; the block will be cached at the servers along the lookup
path (the triangles).

CFS could save space by storing coded pieces of blocks rather
than whole-block replicas, using an algorithm such as IDA [25].
CFS doesn't use coding, because storage space is not expected to
be a highly constrained resource.
The placement of block replicas makes it easy for a client to select the replica likely to be fastest to download. The result of the
Chord lookup for block id is the identity of the server that immediately precedes id. The client asks this predecessor for its successor
list, which will include the identities of the servers holding replicas
of block id as well as latency measurements between the predecessor and these servers. The client then fetches the block from the
replica with the lowest reported latency. As with the Chord server
selection described in Section 4.3, this approach works best when
proximity in the underlying network is transitive. Fetching from
the lowest-latency replica has the side-effect of spreading the load
of serving a block over the replicas.

5.2

Replication

Caching

DHash caches blocks to avoid overloading servers that hold popular data. Each DHash layer sets aside a fixed amount of disk storage for its cache. When a CFS client looks up a block key, it performs a Chord lookup, visiting intermediate CFS servers with IDs
successively closer to that of the key's successor (see Figure 4).
At each step, the client asks the intermediate server whether it has
the desired block cached. Eventually the client arrives at either the
key's successor or at an intermediate server with a cached copy.
The client then sends a copy of the block to each of the servers
it contacted along the lookup path. Future versions of DHash will
s6nd a copy to just the second-to-last server in the path traversed by
the lookup; this will reduce the amount of network traffic required
per lookup, without significantly decreasing the caching effectiveness.
Since a Chord lookup takes shorter and shorter hops in ID space
as it gets closer to the target, lookups from different clients for the
same block will tend to visit the same servers late in the lookup.
As a result, the policy of caching blocks along the lookup path is
likely to be effective.
DHash replaces cached blocks in least-recently-used order.
Copies of a block at servers with IDs far from the block's succes-

DHash replicates each block on k CFS servers to increase availability, maintains the k replicas automatically as servers come and
go, and places the replicas in a way that clients can easily find them.
DHash places a block's replicas at the k servers immediately after the block's successor on the Chord ring (see Figure 4). DHash
can easily find the identities of these servers from Chord's r-entry
successor list. CFS must be configured so that r > k. This placement of replicas means that, after a block's successor server fails,
the block is immediately available at the block's new successor.
The DHash software in a block's successor server manages replication of that block, by making sure that all k of its successor
servers have a copy of the block at all times. If the successor
server fails, the block's new successor assumes responsibility for
the block.
The value of this replication scheme depends in part on the independence of failure and unreachability among a block's k replica
servers. Servers close to each other on the ID ring are not likely to
be physically close to each other, since a server's ID is based on a
hash of its IP address. This provides the desired independence of
failure.
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Function

Description

put_h (block)

Computes the block's key by hashing its contents, and sends it to the key's successor server
for storage.
Storesor updates a signed block; used for root blocks. The block must be signed with the
given public key. The block's Chord key will be the hash of pubkey.
Fetches and returns the block associated with the specified Chord key.

put_s ( b l o c k , pubkey)
g e t (key)

Table 1: DHash client API; exposed to client file system software.
sor are likely to be discarded first, since clients are least likely to
stumble upon them. This has the effect of preserving the cached
copies close to the successor, and expands and contracts the degree
of caching for each block according to its popularity.
While caching and replication are conceptually similar, DHash
provides them as distinct mechanisms. DHash stores replicas in
predictable places, so it can ensure that enough replicas always
exist. In contrast, the number of cached copies cannot easily be
counted, and might fall to zero. If fault-tolerance were achieved
solely through cached copies, an unpopular block might simply disappear along with its last cached copy.
CFS avoids most cache consistency problems because blocks are
keyed by content hashes. Root blocks, however, use public keys
as identifiers; a publisher can change a root block by inserting a
new one signed with the corresponding private key. This means
that cached root blocks may become stale, causing some clients
to see an old, but internally consistent, file system. A client can
check the freshness of a cached root block [9] to decide whether
to look for a newer version. Non-root blocks that no longer have
any references to them will eventually be eliminated from caches
by LRU replacement.

5.3

is overloaded because the CFS system as a whole is overloaded,
then automatically deleting virtual servers might cause a cascade
of such deletions.

5.4

Quotas

The most damaging technical form of abuse that CFS is likely to
encounter is malicious injection of large quantities of data. The aim
of such an attack might be to use up all the disk space on the CFS
servers, leaving none available for legitimate data. Even a nonmalicious user could cause the same kind of problem by accident.
Ideally, CFS would impose per-publisher quotas based on reliable identification of publishers, as is done in the PAST system [29]. Reliable identification usually requires some form of
centralized administration, such as a certificate authority. As a decentralized approximation, CFS bases quotas on the IP address of
the publisher. For example, if each CFS server limits any one IP
address to using 0.1% of its storage, then an attacker would have
to mount an attack from about 1,000 machines for it to be successful. This mechanism also limits the storage used by each legitimate
publisher to just 0.1%, assuming each publisher uses just one IP
address.
This limit is not easy to subvert by simple forging of IP addresses, since CFS servers require that publishers respond to a confirmation request that includes a random nonce, as described in Section 4.4. This approach is weaker than one that requires publishers
to have unforgeable identities, but requires no centralized administrative mechanisms.
If each CFS server imposes a fixed per-lP-address quota, then the
total amount of storage an IP address can consume will grow linearly with the total number of CFS servers. It may prove desirable
to enforce a fixed quota on total storage, which would require the
quota imposed by each server to decrease in proportion to the total
number of servers. An adaptive limit of this form is possible, using
the estimate of the total number of servers that the Chord software
maintains.

Load Balance

DHash spreads blocks evenly around the ID space, since the content hash function uniformly distributes block IDs. If each CFS
server had one ID, the fact that IDs are uniformly distributed would
mean that every server would carry roughly the same storage burden. This is not desirable, since different servers may have different
storage and network capacities. In addition, even uniform distribution doesn't produce perfect load balance; the maximum storage
burden is likely to be about log(N) times the average due to irregular spacing between server IDs [12].
To accommodate heterogeneous server capacities, CFS uses the
notion (from [12]) of a real server acting as multiple virtual servers.
The CFS protocol operates at the virtual server level. A virtual
server uses a Chord ID that is derived from hashing both the real
server's IP address and the index of the virtual server within the
real server.
A CFS server administrator configures the server with a number
of virtual servers in rough proportion to the server's storage and
network capacity. This number can be adjusted from time to time
to reflect observed load levels.
Use of virtual servers could potentially increase the number of
hops in a Chord lookup. CFS avoids this expense by allowing virtual servers on the same physical server to examine each others'
tables; the fact that these virtual servers can take short-cuts through
each others' routing tables exactly compensates for the increased
number of servers.
CFS could potentially vary the number of virtual servers per real
server adaptively, based on current load. Under high load, a real
server could delete some of its virtual servers; under low load, a
server could create additional virtual servers. Any such algorithm
would need to be designed for stability under high load. If a server

5.5

Updates and Deletion

CFS allows updates, but in a way that allows only the publisher
of a file system to modify it. A CFS server will accept a request to
store a block under either of two conditions. If the block is marked
as a content-hash block, the server will accept the block if the supplied key is equal to the SHA-1 hash of the block's content. If the
block is marked as a signed block, the block must be signed by a
public key whose SHA-1 hash is the block's CFS key.
The low probability of finding two blocks with the same SHA-1
hash prevents an attacker from changing the block associated with a
content-hash key, so no explicit protection is required for most of a
file system's blocks. The only sensitive block is a file system's root
block, which is signed; its safety depends on the publisher avoiding
disclosure of the private key.
CFS does not support an explicit delete operation. Publishers
must periodically refresh their blocks if they wish CFS to continue
to store them. A CFS server may delete blocks that have not been
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refreshed recently.
One benefit of CFS' implicit deletion is that it automatically recovers from malicious insertions of large quantities of data. Once
the attacker stops inserting or refreshing the data, CFS will gradually delete it.

6. Implementation
CFS is implemented in 7,000 lines of C++, including the 3,000
line Chord implementation. It consists of a number of separate
programs that run at user level. The programs communicate over
UDP with a C++ RPC package provided by the SFS toolkit [16]. A
busy CFS server may exchange short messages with a large number of other servers, making the overhead of TCP connection setup
unattractive compared to UDP. The internal structure of each program is based on asynchronous events and callbacks, rather than
threads. Each software layer is implemented as a library with a
C++ interface. CFS runs on Linux, OpenBSD, and FreeBSD.

6.1

// RPC handler on server n. Returns block with ID key,
//or the best next server to talk to.
n.lookup_step( key)
if key ~ (stored U cached U replicated) then
return[COMPLETE, key, datakey ]
else if key 6 (predecessor, myia~
r e t u r n NONEXISTENT
else if key 6 (myid,first live successor]
next_hop = first live successor
else
//Find highest server < key in my finger table or successor list.
next.hop = lookup_elosest-pred( key)
suec_list = {s 6 {fingers U successors} s.t s > next_hop}
return [CONTINUE,next_hop, succ.list]
# RPC handler to ask the Chord software to delete
# server idfrom the finger list and successor list.
n.alert( id)
//Return the block associated with key, or an error.
//Runs on the server that invokes lookup().
lookup(key)
p.push(n) # A stack to accumulate the path.
[status, res] = n.lookup_step(key)
repeat
if (status = COMPLETE)
return res.datauey
else if (status = CONTINUE),
if (res.next_hop = p.top)
tip.top knew no server other than itself
return N O N E X I S T E N T
else if (key 6 (p.top',p.top])
# p.top should have had the block.
return N O N E X I S T E N T
else #explore next hop
p.push(res.next-hop)
[status, res] = res.next_hop.lookup_step(key)
else if (status = R P C _ F A I L U R E )
//Try again at previous hop.
failed = p.poP0
last = p.top 0
last.alert(failed)
[status, res] = last.lookup_step(key)
else
return N O N E X I S T E N T

Chord Implementation

The Chord library maintains the routing tables described in Section 4. It exports these tables to the DHash layer, which implements
its own integrated version of the Chord lookup algorithm. The implementation uses the SHA-1 cryptographic hash function to produce CFS block identifiers from block contents. This means that
block and server identifiers are 160 bits wide.
The Chord implementation maintains a running estimate of the
total number of Chord servers, for use in the server selection algorithm described in Section 4.3. Each server computes the fraction
of the ID ring that the r nodes in its successor list cover; let that
fraction be f . Then the estimated total number of servers in the
system is r / f .

6.2 DHash Implementation
DHash is implemented as a library which depends on Chord.
Each DHash instance is associated with a Chord virtual server and
communicates with that virtual server through a function call interface. DHash instances on different servers communicate with one
another via RPC.
DHash has its own implementation of the Chord lookup algorithm, but relies on the Chord layer to maintain the routing tables.
Integrating block lookup into DHash increases its efficiency. If
DHash instead called the Chord find_successor routine, it would
be awkward for DHash to check each server along the lookup path
for cached copies of the desired block. It would also cost an unneeded round trip time, since both Chord and DHash would end up
separately contacting the block's successor server.
Pseudo-code for the DHash implementation of lookup(key) is
shown in Figure 5; this is DHash's version of the Chord code
shown in Figure 3. The function lookup(key) returns the data associated with key or an error if it cannot be found. The function lookup operates by repeatedly invoking the remote procedure
n'.lookup_step(key) which retums one of three possible values. If
the called server (n') stores or caches the data associated with key,
then n'.Iookup_step(key) returns that data. If n' does not store the
data, then n'.Iookup-step(key) returns instead the closest predecessor of key (determined by consulting local routing tables on n').
Finally, n'.lookup_step returns an error if n' is the true successor of
the key but does not store its associated data.
If lookup tries to contact a failed server, the RPC machinery
will return RPC_FAILURE. The function lookup then backtracks
to the previously contacted server, tells it about the failed server
with alert, and asks it for the next-best predecessor. At some point
lookup(key) will have contacted a pair of servers on either side of

Figure 5: The procedure used by D H a s h to locate a block.

key. If there have been server failures, the second server of the
pair may not be the key's original successor. However, that second
server will be the first live successor, and will hold a replica for key,
assuming that not all of its replicas have failed.
Though the pseudo-code does not show it, the virtual servers on
any given physical server look at each others' routing tables and
block stores. This allows lookups to progress faster around the
ring, and increases the chances of encountering a cached block.

6.3 Client Implementation
The CFS client software layers a file system on top of DHash.
CFS exports an ordinary UNIX file system interface by acting as a
local NFS server using the SFS user level file system toolkit [16].
A CFS client runs on the same machine as CFS server; the client
communicates with the local server via a UNIX domain socket and
uses it as a proxy to send queries to non-local CFS servers.
The DHash back end is sufficiently flexible to support a number
of different client interfaces. For instance, we are currently implementing a client which acts as a web proxy in order to layer its
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name space on top of the name space of the world wide web.

7.

200

Experimental Results

In order to demonstrate the practicality of the CFS design, we
present two sets of tests. The first explores CFS performance on a
modest number of servers distributed over the Internet, and focuses
on real-world client-perceived performance. The second involves
larger numbers of servers running on a single machine and focuses
on scalability and robustness.
Quotas (Section 5.4) were not implemented in the tested software. Cryptographic verification of updates (Section 5.5) and
server ID authentication (Section 4.4) were implemented but not
enabled. This has no effect on the results presented here.
Unless noted, all tests were run with caching turned off, with
no replication, with just one virtual server per physical server, and
with server selection turned off. These defaults allow the effects
of these features to be individually illustrated. The experiments involve only block-level DHash operations, with no file-system rectadata; the client software driving the experiments fetches a file by
fetching a specified list of block identifiers. Every server maintains
a successor list with 2 logg.(N) entries, as mentioned in Section 4,
to help maintain ring connectivity. While CFS does not automatically adjust the successor list length to match the number of servers,
its robustness is not sensitive to the exact value.
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Figure 6: Download speeds achieved while fetching a onemegabyte file with CFS on the Internet testbed, for a range of
pre-fetch window sizes. Each point is the average of the times
seen by each testbed machine. One curve includes server selection; the other does not.

Real Life

The tests described in this section used CFS servers running on
a testbed of 12 machines scattered over the Internet. The machines
are part of the RON testbed [2]; 9 of them are at sites spread over
the United States, and the other three are in the Netherlands, Sweden, and South Korea. The servers held a one megabyte CFS file
split into 8K blocks. To test download speed, client software on
each machine fetched the entire file. The machines fetched the file
one at a time.
Three RPCs, on average, were required to fetch each block in
these experiments. The client software uses pre-fetch to overlap the
lookup and fetching of blocks. The client initially issues a window
of some number of parallel block fetches; as each fetch completes,
the client starts a new one.
Figure 6 shows the average download speeds, for a range of prefetch window sizes, with and without server selection. A block
fetch without server selection averages about 430 milliseconds; this
explains why the download speed is about 20 KBytes/second when
fetching one 8KByte block at a time. Increasing the amount of
pre-fetch increases the speed; for example, fetching three blocks at
a time yields an average speed of about 50 KBytes/second. Large
amounts of pre-fetch are counter-productive, since they can congest
the client server's network connection.
Server selection increases download speeds substantially for
small amounts of pre-fetch, almost doubling the download speed
when no pre-fetch is used. The improvement is less dramatic for
larger amounts of pre-fetch, partially because concentrating block
fetches on just the nearest servers may overload those servers'
links. The data shown here were obtained using a flawed version of
the server selection algorithm; the correct algorithm would likely
yield better download speeds.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of speeds seen by the downloads
from the different machines, for different pre-fetch windows, with
and without server selection. The distributions of speeds without
server selection are fairly narrow: every download is likely to require a few blocks from every server, so all downloads see a similar
mix of per-block times. The best download speeds were from a machine at New York University with good connections to multiple
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Figure 9: The average number of RPCs that a client must issue
to find a block, as function of the total number of servers. The
error bars reflect one standard deviation. This experimental
data is linear on a log plot, and thus fits the expectation of a
logarithmic growth.

backbones, The worst download speeds for small pre-fetch windows were from sites outside the United States, which have high
latency to most of the servers. The worst speeds for large amounts
of pre-fetch were for fetches from cable modem sites in the United
States, which have limited link capacity.
The speed distributions with server selection are more skewed
than without it. Most of the time, server selection improves download speeds by a modest amount. Sometimes it improves them substantially, usually for downloads initiated by well-connected sites.
Sometimes server selection makes download speeds worse, usually
for downloads initiated by sites outside the United States.
To show that the CFS download speeds are competitive with
other file access protocols, files of various sizes were transferred
between every pair of the testbed machines using ordinary TCP.
The files were transferred one at a time, one whole file per TCP
connection. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution of transfer
speeds over the various machine pairs, for 8 KByte, 64 KByte, and
1.1 MByte files. The wide distributions reflect the wide range of
propagation delays and link capacities between different pairs of
machines. The best speeds are between well-connected sites on the
east coast of the United States. The worst speeds for 8 KByte transfers occur when both end-points are outside the United States; the
worst for one-megabyte transfers occur when one endpoint is outside the United States and the other is a cable modem, combining
high latency with limited link speed.
CFS with a 40 KByte pre-fetch window achieves speeds competitive with TCP, on average. The CFS speeds generally have a distribution much narrower than those of TCP. This means that users are
more likely to see repeatably good performance when fetching files
with CFS than when fetching files from, for example, FTP servers.

7.2

......

appropriate for controlled evaluation of CFS' scalability and tolerance to failure.

7.2.1

Lookup Cost

Looking up a block of data is expected to require O(log(N))
RPCs. The following experiment verifies this expectation. For each
of a range of numbers of servers, 10,000 blocks were inserted into
the system. Then 10,000 lookups were done, from a single server,
for randomly selected blocks. The number of RPCs required for
each lookup was recorded. The averages are plotted in Figure 9,
along with error bars showing one standard deviation.
The results are linear on a log plot, and thus fit the expectation
of logarithmic growth. The actual values are about ½loga(N); for
example, with 4096 servers, lookups averaged 6.7 RPCs. The number of RPCs required is determined by the number of bits in which
the originating server's ID and the desired block's ID differ [31];
this will average about half of the bits, which accounts for the ½.

7.2.2

Load Balance

One of the main goals of CFS is to balance the load over the
servers. CFS achieves load balanced storage by breaking file systems up into many blocks and distributing the blocks over the
servers. It further balances storage by placing multiple virtual
servers per physical server, each virtual server with its own ID. We
expect that O(log(N)) virtual servers per physical server will be
sufficient to balance the load reasonably well [31].
Figure 10 shows typical distributions of ID space among 64
physical servers for 1, 6, and 24 virtual servers per physical server.
The crosses represent an actual distribution of 10,000 blocks over
64 physical servers each with 6 virtual servers. The desired result
is that each server's fraction be 0.016. With only one virtual server
per server (i.e., without using virtual servers), some servers would
store no blocks, and others would store many times the average.

Controlled Experiments

The remainder of the results were obtained from a set of CFS
servers running on a single machine and using the local loopback
network interface to communicate with each other. These servers
act just as if they were on different machines. This arrangement is
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Figure 11: Impact of caching on successive client fetches of
the same block. Each point is the average number of RPCs
for 10 successive fetches from randomly chosen servers; the error bars indicate one standard deviation. The system has 1,000
servers.

With multiple virtual servers per server, the sum of the parts of the
ID space that a server's virtual servers are responsible for is more
tightly clustered around the average.
The fact that CFS spreads the storage of blocks across servers
means that in many cases the burden of serving the blocks will
also be evenly spread. For large files this will be true even if some
files are more popular than others, since a file's blocks are widely
spread. If the popular data consists of only a few blocks, then the
servers that happen to be those blocks' successors will experience
high load. The next section describes how caching helps balance
the serving load for small files.

while after 10 lookups with caching an average of only 3.2 hops are
required. The net effect is to improve client-perceived performance
and to spread the load of serving small files.

7.2.4 StorageSpace Control
By varying the number of virtual servers on a physical server, a
server's owner can control the amount of data that CFS stores on
the server, and thus the amount that the server must serve. Figure 12 shows how effective this is. The experiment involves seven
physical servers, with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 virtual servers,
respectively. 10,000 blocks are inserted into the system, and the relationship between how many virtual servers a physical server has
and how many blocks it must store is plotted. For example, the
physical server with 16 virtual server stores 586 blocks; there are
a total of 255 virtual servers, so this is close to the expected value
627 = 10000 x 2 ~ ' Since the relationship of blocks to virtual
servers is linear, an administrator can easily adjust a CFS server's
storage consumption.
There is little memory overhead to running many virtual servers
to achieve fine-grained control over load. Each virtual server requires its own finger table and successor list, as well as accounting
structures for the block store and cache; the total memory footprint
of these structures in our unoptimized implementation is less than
10KBytes.

7.2.3 Caching
CFS caches blocks along the lookup path. As the initiating server
contacts successive servers, each checks whether it already has the
desired block cached. Once the initiating server has found the
block, it sends a copy to each of the servers it contacted during the
lookup; these servers add the block to their caches. This scheme is
expected to produce high cache hit rates because the lookup paths
for the same block from different sources will tend to intersect as
they get closer to block's successor server.
Figure 11 illustrates how well caching works. A single block is
inserted into a 1,000 server system. Then a sequence of randomly
chosen servers fetch the block. The graph shows how the number
of RPCs required to fetch the block decreases with the number of
cumulative fetches, due to the block being cached in more places.
Each plotted point is the average of 10 sequential fetches. A quirk
in the implementation prevents the originating server from checking its own cache, which is why no fetches have an RPC count of

7.2.5 Effectof Failure
After a CFS server falls, some time will pass before the remaining servers react to the failure, by correcting their finger tables and
successor pointers and by copying blocks to maintain the desired
level of replication. Theorems 1 and 2 suggest that CFS will be
able to perform lookups correctly and efficiently before this recovery process starts, even in the face of massive failure.
To test this, 1,000 blocks are inserted into a 1,000-server system.

zero,

As expected, the RPC counts decrease, since more and more
servers have the block cached. The RPC counts decrease significantly after just a few lookups. Figure 9 shows that lookups without
caching in a 1,000-server system require an average of 5.7 RPCs,
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Figure 12: Impact of the number of virtual servers per physical
server on the total amount of data that the physical server must
store.

Each block has six replicas (including the main copy stored at the
direct successor). After the insertions, a fraction of the servers fail
without warning. Before Chord starts rebuilding its routing tables,
1,000 fetches of randomly selected blocks are attempted from a
single server. Figure 13 shows the fraction of lookups that fail, and
Figure 14 shows the average RPC count of the lookups.
No lookups fail when fewer than 20% of the servers fail, and
very few when less than 35% fail. The reason for this is that server
finger tables and successor lists provide many potential paths to
carry a query around the Chord ID ring; if the most desirable finger
table entry points to a failed server, CFS uses an entry that points
less far around the ring. Lookups start to fail when enough servers
fail that some blocks lose all six copies. For example, when 50% of
the servers fail, the probability of losing all of a block's replicas is
0.56 = 0.016; this is close to the value 0.013 shown in Figure 13.
All of the lookup failures encountered in this experiment are due to
all of a block's replicas failing; CFS was always able to find a copy
of a block if one was available.
Figure 14 shows that lookups take about one RPC longer as a
result of 50% of the servers failing. The RPC counts do not include attempts to contact failed servers. Lookups take longer after
failures because some of the finger table entries required for fast
lookups point to failed servers. If half of the finger table entries
are not valid, then each RPC makes about half as much progress as
expected; but one extra RPC fully corrects this.
Figure 15 shows the number of attempts to contact failed servers
that occur per lookup, averaged over 1,000 block lookups. After
the first time a server decides (by a timeout) that it has used a finger
table or successor-list entry that points to a failed server, it does not
use that server again until it has been stabilized. Given that massive
failures have little effect on the availability of data or the number of
RPCs per lookup, users are likely to perceive such failures because
of RPC timeouts during lookups. However, Figure 15 shows that a
typical block lookup shortly after a failure can expect less than one
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Figure 13: Fraction of block request failures as a function of
the fraction of 1,000 CFS servers that fail. Each data point is
the average of 5 experiments involving 1,000 block Iookups; the
error bars indicate the m i n i m u m and maximum results.
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9.

CFS is a highly scalable, available and secure read-only file system. It presents stored data to applications through an ordinary
file-system interface. Servers store uninterpreted blocks of data
with unique identifiers. Clients retrieve blocks from the servers
and interpret them as file systems.
CFS uses the peer-to-peer Chord lookup protocol to map blocks
to servers. This mapping is dynamic and implicit. As a result,
there is no directory information to be updated when the underlying network changes. This makes CFS both robust and scalable.
CFS uses replication and caching to achieve availability and load
balance. CFS replicates a block along consecutive servers in the
identifier space. It caches a block along the lookup path starting
to the block's server. Finally, CFS provides simple but effective
protection against a single attacker inserting large amounts of data.
A prototype implementation of CFS has been implemented and
evaluated on a controlled Intemet-wide test-bed. Future operational
deployment will likely uncover opportunities for improvement, but
the current results indicate that CFS is a viable large-scale peer-topeer system.
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Figure 15: Number of RPC timeouts incurred during 1,000
lookups, as a function of the fraction of the CFS servers that
fail. There are 1,000 servers before the failures. Each data
point is the average of 5 experiments; the error bars indicate
the minimum and maximum results.
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